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Volcanic eruptions
• Volcanic eruptions reduce air quality and pose a
threat to aviation.
• Very jagged ash particles can be harmful to the
lungs and eyes.
• Flying through even diffuse volcanic plumes
have caused in flight emergencies and millions
of dollars of damage to aircrafts.
• Most of the research on volcanic aerosol has
been motivated by public health and aircraft
safety concerns.
• In the Earth system, volcanism is the way in which
materials are cycled between the deep earth and
atmosphere.
• Without volcanism, Earth might be more like
present day Mars!

• Volcanism is the primary agent of natural climate
change, and the current understanding of
volcanoes and climate is low (IPCC, 2007).
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Volcanoes and climate
•

Volcanic eruptions impact climate through the interactions of volcanic
aerosol with electromagnetic radiation. (Volcanic aerosol is composed of
sulfate, ash, hydrometeors, and ash with hydrometeor coatings.)

•

An indirect radiative effect exists because both sulfates (Lohmann et al.,
2003) and ash (Lathem et al., 2011 ) can act as cloud condensation nuclei.

•

Ash fallout into the oceans can increase ocean productivity by supplying
microorganisms with limiting nutrients (Langmann et al., 2010).

•

Eruptions influence global climate by injecting sulfates into the
stratosphere (Robock, 2000).
• Sulfates are nanometer-sized particles, and ash is micrometer-sized.
• The lifetime of sulfate in the stratosphere is ~3 years, but it is only a
few weeks for ash.

•

There are 60 eruptions per year (Pergola et al., 2004), with at least one
every 2 years sending plumes into stratosphere (Simkin, 1993).

•

Eruptions that occur closer to the equator have larger global consequences.
Eruptions that occur at high latitudes can inject aerosols more easily into
the stratosphere, but have smaller global impacts.
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Questions
1. Why is volcanic aerosol important in the Arctic?
2. What information is needed to model the radiative impacts
of volcanic plumes in the Arctic, and how is it obtained?
3. What information is needed to model radiative impacts of
volcanic ash deposits in the Arctic, and how is it obtained?
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Arctic Volcanoes and Climate
•

The Arctic region is especially sensitive to climate perturbations because
of the positive feedback mechanism that exists for changes in surface
reflectivity and temperature.

•

The radiative impacts of other types of aerosols that are commonly
transported to the Arctic (ie. dust, smoke, and haze) have been well
studied.

•

High northern latitude volcanic eruptions are typically more frequent
but are shorter duration events than those which produce dust, smoke
and haze. Volcanic eruptions are also more intense events than those
which produce other aerosol.

•

According to the Alaska Volcano Observatory, there are two eruptions
per year in Alaska alone.

•

In addition to the radiative impacts of volcanic plumes, ash deposits can
alter surface albedo and linger long after plume passes.

•

Volcanic aerosol transported to the Arctic represents a potentially
important component of the Arctic climate system which has largely
been neglected.
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Radiative forcing calculations
Ash
sulfates

SO2
Ash

(1) Fnet = Fdown – Fup
The net flux (Fnet) is calculated at the
surface and at the top of the atmosphere
(TOA) for shortwave and longwave for
several values of AOD550 nm.
.

Shortwave radiation
Longwave radiation

Direct aerosol radiative forcing efficiency
(DARFE) is defined as the change in the
net flux with respect to the change in AOD.
(2) DARFE = ΔFnet / ΔAOD550 nm
(3) DARFEatm = DARFETOA – DARFEsurface
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Comparison of Arctic aerosol plumes
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Instantaneous radiative forcings for selected Arctic aerosol plumes
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•These results illustrate the
importance of ash in regional
calculations-- ash rich volcanic
aerosol can dominate when present.
•The sulfate rich mixture produces
forcings comparable to those for
Arctic haze.
•Longwave forcings are often not
calculated for Arctic aerosols, but
they are important and should not be
neglected.
Forcings reported from:
Quinn et al., 2007 (haze)
Stone et al., 2007 (dust)
Stone et al., 2008 (smoke)
Ritter et al, 2005 (haze)
Young et al., 2011 (volcanic)
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Questions
2. What information is needed to assess the
radiative impacts of volcanic plumes in the
Arctic, and how is it obtained?
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Radiative assessments of volcanic plumes in the Arctic
The radiative impacts of a volcanic
plume are dependent upon:
•microphysics: size
distributions and refractive
indices of different aerosol
types

Ash
sulfate

•plume characteristics:
thickness, aerosol optical
depth (AOD), and ratios of
externally mixed aerosol types
• environmental factors: solar
zenith angle (SZA) and surface
albedo
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Radiative transfer models
• Radiative transfer in the atmosphere is commonly
solved in one dimension (1D) based on the concept
of the plane parallel atmosphere (e.g. in numerical
weather prediction models and general circulation
models, or GCMs).

• In global and regional models, radiative transfer is
solved in each column defined by the model grid
size. The vertical resolution is the same as the
number of vertical layers in the model.
• Three-dimensional (3D) radiative transfer codes are
mainly used in cloud and plant canopy (vegetation)
radiation modeling.
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Methodologies for radiative modeling of plumes
•Ground observations
•Satellite remote sensing
•Transport modeling

•Sunphotometers
•Ground lidar
•Aircraft measurements
•Seismology
•Satellites
•Transport models
•Sample collection and
lab measurements
•Aircraft and balloon
measurements
•Satellites

Surface type and SZA

Aerosol optical depth;
Thickness and position of plume;
Ratios of externally mixed types

Size distributions;
Refractive indices

Optical
model

Radiative
transfer
model

Radiative
impacts

Optical properties of
volcanic aerosol

Can “feed” the radiative model each piece of information separately
or use GCM with coupled microphysics and/or with coupled sulfate
formation (ie. Niemeier et al, 2009).

Microphysical properties of ash
• Size distribution
• Sample collection and lab sieving
•Mastin et al. (in press); Rose and Durant (2009)
•Drawbacks: missing fine mode; already sorted
•Aircraft and balloon measurements
•Requires being in the right place and time
•Can be dangerous
•Satellite sensors
• ie. Spinetti et al. (2008)
• Drawbacks: often cloudy in Arctic
• Refractive index
•Samples collected and analyzed in lab
•Most commonly used Pollack (1973) for andesite ash
• Particle shape
•Shape is obviously nonspherical. Most commonly
use Mie theory for optics, but can use T-matrix which
gives optics for nonspherical shapes.
•Ash sphericity can range between 0.4 to 1.0
(Bonadonna et al., 2012).
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Microphysical properties of sulfate
• Size distribution
•Aircraft and balloon particle counters
•ie. Jager and Dreshler (2002)
•Requires being in the right place and time
•Can be dangerous
•Usually done on old volcanic sulfate in the stratosphere
•Satellite sensors
• ie. Ramachandran et al. (2000)
• Drawbacks: often cloudy in Arctic
•Also, SO2 is often used as a way to track volcanic
plumes, particularly sulfates in volcanic plumes (Simon
Carn group).
• Refractive index
•Sulfates created and measured in lab
•Must know relative humidity
•For aged Arctic plumes can be as low as 40% (Yue et
al., 1994)
•For young plumes generated by water rich magmas (as
seen in island arc volcanoes) can be higher.
•Commonly, refractive indices of sulfate come from the
Optical Properties of Aerosols and Clouds database.
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Microphysical properties of ice and coated particles
• Size distribution
•Satellite sensors
• ie. Prata et al. (2012)– ash coated with ice
• ie. Rose et al. (2004)– ice (high latitude eruptions
ice poor because of entrainment of drier air, but
magmas of Aleutian volcanoes high water content.)
• Refractive index
•Core and shell models for internally mixed aerosols
•Evidence that refractive index of ash coated ice looks
more that of ice (Prata et al., 2012).
•Refractive index of ice well known.
•Particle shape
•Internally mixed aerosols spherical because of coatings
•Ice is nonspherical

Ash

Water, ice or sulfate
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Plume specific characteristics
Ash
sulfate

Redoubt Volcano, AVO
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AERONET), ground-based lidar
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External aerosol mixing ratios:
MODIS fine mode fraction (to allow
for calculations of optical properties
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of mixtures.)

Environmental factors
• SZA angle changes
dramatically throughout
the year, and is easily
computed.

Stone et al., 2008

•The sign of the forcing
can change depending on
reflectivity of the surface
•Additionally, deposits can
alter reflectivity of the
surface.
•It is very important to
constrain surface albedo
and to account for
deposition, but in the
Arctic, clouds often hinder
this.
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Ash transport and dispersion models
Ash dispersion models aid the public by forecasting transport and deposition
of volcanic ash. The also may assist in determinations of surface type,
AOD’s, and location and extent of ash deposition needed for radiative transfer
calculations.

Ash dispersion models
Lagrangian

Eulerian

• observer moves with
the particles

• observer watches the
flow pass by

• Puff

• Fall3D

•HYSPLIT

• TEPHRA

Several groups have evaluated the performance of these models, as well
as compared sensitivities between groups of Langrangian models or
Eulerian models.

Model Output : ash concentration and AOD fields in the
atmosphere , depositional loading fields at the ground, and
particle sizes in plumes and deposits.

The models require: meteorological data

plume height

grain size distribution

plume shape

diffusion coefficients

mass eruption rate (MER)

Questions
3. What information is needed to assess
radiative impacts of volcanic ash deposits in
the Arctic, and how is it obtained?
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Radiative assessments of volcanic ash deposits in the Arctic
The radiative impacts of volcanic
ash deposits are dependent upon:
• microphysics of ash: size
distributions and refractive
indices
Ash

There are currently no reports of forcings
calculated from deposits of volcanic ash.
Forcings have been calculated for other light
absorbing aerosols:
Soot: Clark and Noone (1985)
Dust: Painter et al. (2010)

•environmental factors: solar
zenith angle (SZA) and
surface albedo

•Deposit information: areal
extent of deposits and
loadings
•Snow properties: layer
thickness, density of each
layer, grain size radius for
each layer
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Methodologies for radiative modeling of deposits
•Ground observations
•Satellite remote sensing
•Transport modeling
•Ground measurements
•Satellites
•Transport models
Ground measurements
•Sample collection and
lab measurements
•Aircraft and balloon
measurements
•Satellites
•Transport models

Areal extent and loadings
Properties of snow
Optical
Size distributions; model
Refractive indices

Surface type and SZA

Radiative
transfer
model

Optical properties of
volcanic aerosol

Radiative
impacts

Areal extents and loadings of deposits
• Satellites
– Several studies using MODIS Terra
true color to observe deposits:
1 . Aamaas et al., 2011 (elemental carbon)
2. Bull et al., 2012 (volcanic ash)
3. Stohl et al., 2006 (smoke)
– Not much can see in the Arctic with satellites for Mt.
Redoubt
• Transport models
– Other modeling studies of deposition from Mt. Redoubt (ie.
Mastin et al.,in press- Ash3D)
– Young et al., in preparation: Fall3D shows overall agreement
to sparse field data, but has trouble capturing dynamics on
a pixel level. This is likely due wind field-terrain effects or
processes not included in the model, such as ash
aggregation.
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Radiative impacts due to ash deposition in Arctic:
A work in progress…
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Conclusions
• The radiative perturbations due to
volcanic aerosol are sizeable when
compared to those caused by other
aerosols in the region.
•

Volcanic ash can dominate the aerosol
radiative forcing.

• Natural aerosols are often neglected
when considering remediation strategies
to mitigate surface warming due to
anthropogenic sources.
• My work reveals the necessity in
including volcanic aerosol in Arctic
warming mitigation considerations.

• Modeling the radiative
impacts of volcanic plumes and
ash deposits requires knowledge
of many parameters and complex
processes, which are all effected
by the unique Arctic environment.
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Takk Fyrir!
(Thank you)
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